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TDR Bank Board Comments, February 2, 2009

My name is Deborah Post, Chester Township.
3.-

I would like to begin my comments by submitting t.htCedocuments for attachment to this
meeting's minutes with the request that those of you on this Board new to this process
read them. The first are comments regarding TDRs that I gave to the Highlands Council
way back on December 1, 2005 when we still believed that the TDR mandate legislated
in the Highlands Act would be implemented on a timely and fair basis. Delay was
always the well crafted strategy. The second are comments submitted to the Highlands
Council in connection with the Regional Master Plan which address the TDR printing
press approach of the Plan that creates inflatable funny money. And-thml is a reeent
aFticlein the Daily Rce~ TPWJTdingthe ecrtablishmentohms Beam..

Transparency

How are you going to insure that all transactions of TDRs are transparent and disclosed
timely?
How are you going to insure that all buyers and sellers ofTDRs are transparent, and
knowledge of the market place players available to all?
How are you going to insure transparency of transaction pricing?
How are you going to insure that TDRs don't realize their potential as a boon for the
conuptpoliticsofNewJersey?

Based on my review of GSPT funds used in Morris County, there is little doubt
that the already-rich and the politically connected have received the lion's share
of the Trust's funding, while the little guy has rarely participated.

Will you disclose the data detail and base analysis that Integra used in valuing the HDCs?
Is valuation data to be kept as big a secret by this Board as the priority list of properties
developed by the Council but deemed unsuitable for the public's eye?

The HDC valuation data we are told is largely tax data, a valuation approach not accepted
by any court in any State as useful in the determination of fair market value. Federal and
State courts have consistently defined "just compensation" as fair market value. The
eminent domain commission does not accept tax assessments as evidence of fair market
value.

Will this Board, in contradiction of all case law, agree to use tax assessment data in
valuation of HDCs?

What are you plans for creating a marketplace for the HDCs? A bank without a
marketplace has no real function.
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What are your plans for allocating the HDCs to all harmed Highlands landowners? Don't
kid yourself that this is a voluntary process of application. Not one landowner
volunteered their land for a regulatory taking.

Pricing

The Highlands Council has disclosed their intentions regarding the initial market price of
a HDC. When questioned in detail regarding the actual appraised value of that HDC per
the work of the Integra consultants, i.e. the lost development value it is supposed to
reflect, the TDR committee told us that the initial offering price represented a 75%
discount to value. Let me repeat: a 75% discount to real value. That's right, they have
set the initial TDR price at approximately one quarter of the development value taken
fromlandownersby the HighlandsAct. Whilea slightdiscountto market- rarely more
than 3% -is typical in Wall Street pricing ofIPOs, the purpose being to stimulate
participation in the offering. However, any banker who recommended to his client a
pricing discount to market of 75%, would be immediately and soundly sacked. But here,
the owners of the TDRs, the landowner stakeholders, have no representation in the
process. The stakeholders aren't allowed to fire those who would misprice their asset.
Continuing the tradition of the Council, this Board has been stacked with people with no
interest in a fair, transparent and effective program oflandowner just compensation. My
apologies to the newcomers, but you are not stakeholders, just more political appointees
with a history of playing political ball. And the Council members on this Board have a
four year history of aggressive efforts to deprive landowners of their lost equity. They
waited for a global financial crisis before even establishing this Board, prima facia bad
fai,th.

The result of pricing the TDRs initially at a 75% discount to its real value is to insure that
the elderly, the cash strapped, and the financially desperate who must walk through the
door first, will get the largest fleecing. This is worse than despicable, it is pure evil.
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COMMENTS TO IDGHLANDS COUNCIL, December I, 2005

My name is Deborah Post. I own property in Chester Township. In contrast to
the past, my comments today may exceed the three minute limit and I claim the
additional minutes of John Post, whose power of attorney I hold.

The "administrative remedy" of the development right transfer has been much
highlighted and discussed. The TDR remedy remains in the realm of theory as not one
Highlands TDR transaction has taken place to date. This Council is charged with moving
the TDR from theory to practice. Today I will comment on the TDR and request that I be
allowed to complete my TDR comments covering pricing, marketplace, transparency,
and structure.

TDR Pricing. In marketplaces where TDRs have been utilized, the TDR has typically
been structured with one TDR credit being issued for each possible buildable dwelling.
Structured as such, each credit ended out with a five figure value. I propose that, instead
of one credit for each buildable dwelling, the Highlands TDR program be structured with
each buildable dwelling being allocated a large number of TDR units, with the units
structured to trade in the range of a typical stock, Le. ideally a two figure number. It is
important that a TDR unit be priced more like a share ofGE than a share of Berkshire
Hathaway. All Highland TDR units should be fungible, interchangeable and saleable in
any receiving zone. The rules of marketplace liquidity must be honored. The difference
in development right values across the Highlands would be more easily accommodated
with the issuance of varying numbers of Highland TDR units depending on location.

TDR Marketplace. In its infinite wisdom, the legislature failed to mandate receiving
zones for the theoretical sending zones they created with the Highlands Act. The idea
that there will ever be a large enough voluntary receiving zone marketplace to absorb the
estimated $6 billion dollars ofTDR value in the preservation zone is unfortunately
laughable. Therefore it is imperative that an alternative marketplace be developed. I
propose that this Council recommend to Trenton that every building permit issued in the
State of New Jersey for any purpose be required to purchase a number ofTDR units,
possibly based on square footage, as a cost of permit issuance. If the purpose of the
Highlands Act is to preserve an environment for all than it is clearly appropriate for all of
the beneficiaries of this public purpose, Le all of the residents of our Garden State, be
required to contribute to the cost of garden preservation, not just the hapless Highland
resident.

TDR Transparency. All TDR transactions must be transparent in an open
marketplace. This means that all purchases and sales ofTDRs must be disclosed with
pricing detail that is readily available to all. Actual transaction pricing posted on the
internet would be ideal. Transparency of pricing and buyers will insure that TDRs don't
become the next windfall of corrupt politicians and their cronies. The potential for
misuse of a Highland TDR program is obviously huge.
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capricious, arbitrary, without scientific basis and certainly without the consensus or
agreement of those owning property within the preservation boundaries.

Do not treat the landowners as fools by suggesting that any participation in a TOR
program, which is being presented as an administrative remedy, is voluntary. Just
compensation in this regulatory taking is being defined as the TOR. The landowner did
not agree to the taking by definition.

The easement restrictions of other voluntary New Jersey programs are onerous and,
de facto, represent the sale of rights protected by the Fourth Amendment. These
easement restrictions allow Big Brother to move into the barn. These easement
restrictions hand a license to harass to over empowered government employees and
officials. As a farmer in Chester Township, I am excruciatingly familiar with the pain
and suffering inflicted by the harassment techniques of farmer-hating officials such as the
mayor. Do not give him more power to harass.

Highland landowners have had their net worth decimated by this bill. Do not add
insult to injury by requiring them to sell their privacy and the sanctity of their homes in
order to realize their just compensation.
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From: DAPost2@aol.com [mailto:DAPost2@aoI.com]
Sent: Friday, February 29, 20084:31 PM
To: RMPComments
Subject: RMPComments

1;1A~1 I /

To: Highlands Council
From: Dehorah Post

Chester Township Landowner

IL-:2_JLL.

Fehruary 28. 2008

Re: Comments on Draft Regional Master Plan
rcterencing Part 7 Landowner Fairness of Chapters II, IV & V.

The Highlands Water Protection and Planning Act (the Act) states clearly that a
transfer ofdevelopment right (TOR) program shall be implemented to compensate
landowners in the Highlands Preservation Area for the loss of their right to develop.
Therc is nothing unclear about the concept that a development right is related to, and only
related to. the right to develop, the most valuable in the State of New Jersey of the bundle
0f rights associated with land ownership.

The Highlands Regional Master Plan (RMP) fails to implement a functioning
TDR program as directed by the Act. fails to calculate the number ofdevelopment rights
to be included in such a program. and fails to fCJllowthe Act's mandates for a TOR
program.

The RMP only generically discusses goals and polici~s of a Highlands
Development Credit program in a general and unspecific manner, sounding more like a
textbook on the subject than a detailed and defined TOR program crafted specifically and
statistically tor the Highlands Preservation Area. (For example, the credit allocation
t(mnula is theoretical only with no quantification of base credit, end use, or market
adjustment factors. The terms of associated deed restrictions are unaddressed.)

The RMP states that any Highlands TOR program is challenged by its sheer size
and the lack of a market place. i.e. receiving zones. for the Highlands development
crcdits. ifand when issued. The recitation of these challenges is a de facto admission that
a Highlands TOR program is not feasible and will never be implemented.

Disturbingly. the RMP discusses the allocation of Highlands Development Credits
(HDCs) using vague wording such as "resource values" ofa property. The RMP's
language appears designed to allow the Council to utilize HDCs tar more broadly than
the Act contemplates and intended. The RMP language might be read as creating an ever
expanding "culTency" ofHDCs that the Highlands Council may intlate at will and utilize
to reward a myriad ofenvironmental goals under the guise of "resource value" that are
not at all related to compensating landowners for the loss of their right to build.
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The RMP fails to define the exact numberof HDCsthat are to he issued to, '
t1ighlands landowners as Just compensation for lost development rights. The Act clearly
slates that it is development rights pursuant to local land use law as 0l'August 2004 that
must be quantified. The lost development potential of the Highlands Preservation Area
as of August 2004 is an historical knowable fact and it was the duty of the Highlands
Council to research and specifically define this statistical fact. The RMP should have,
hut does not. calculate the total and tixed number oflost rights to develop in the

Highlands as of August 2004 and translate such lost development rights into Highlands
Development Credits, also a tixed and knowable tigure.

It is imperative that any transfer of development right program implemented in
the Highlands be strictly limited to compensation f()r lost development rights, i.e. lost
buildable lots, of Highlands Preservation Area landowners as of August 2004. If
"resource values" and other amorphous and undefined objectives are to be compensated
or encouraged, a separate and distinct compensation mechanism must be created, the
funding of which must be subordinated to the full and complete compensation of
development right losses.

The Act does not provide for a TDR program to compensate Planning Area
landowners as the Planning Area was intended as an area for planned building and
receiving zones. The TDR program authorized by the Act tor Preservation Area sending
zones must not be expanded, diluted and rendered additionally infeasible by allocating
credits to Planning Area lands.

The Act charges the Highlands Council with creating a TDR program and
provides tor "build" exemptions. The legislator intended these to be separate and distinct
mitigations f()r lost development rights. The RMP has erroneously combined the two,
providing tor the exchange of exemptions into additional HDCs. Exemptions must not be
exchangeable into HDCs as this is not what the Act states, is not what the legislature
intended, upsets the balance of mitigation opportunities, and will unnecessarily expand
the already unfundable funding need of the transfer of development rights program. Any
int1ationof the number ofHDCs to be issuedreduces the likelihoodthat adequate and
complete compensation will be paid for the staggering financial cost to landowners of
their lost build right.

A Highlands transfer of development rights probYfammust not morph into a tool
of corruption whereby HDCs are given to parties for willy-nilly environmental reasons at
the whim of politically appointed Highlands Council members. HDCs must be narrowly
defined as compensation for lost build lots as of August 2004 in the Preservation Area.
HDCs must be of a knowable and fixed amount, issued and funded prior to compensation
ofothcr environmentalgoals. The RMP must includethe fixednumber ofHDCs to be
issued in any future Highands transfer of development right program. In tact, pursuant to
Section 6n, the RMP should specifically identity the landownerrecipientsof
development credits and state the amountof HDCs to be issuedto each such landowner.
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The Act charges the Highlands Council with identifYing lands not sujtable for .

development and landowners due just compensation via a transfer of development right
program. The RMP does not identifYsuch lands or landowners. The RMP turns the
duties of the Council on its head requiring landowners to "apply" tor HOCs. By creating
a bureaucratic and paperwork application nightmare, the Council has shirked its duty and
,et the stage t()r an ill-defined program subject to manipulation and corruption. The RMP
must detine the lost build rights at the outset. fixed, knowable. and identified as required
oy the Act.

The RMP describes the transter of development right program as a voluntary
prob'Tam. Any Highlands TOR program is NOT a voluntary program. Landowners in the
Preservation Area did not volunteer their property tor a regulatory taking. HOCs must be
issued to all harmed landowners equally, and not based on a voluntary application
process. If a landowner wishes to rctain ownership of their HOCs along with their
property title, and seek not to sell their HOCs, that is the privilege and right of the
landowner. (Analogously, when rights are issued to stockholders, they are issued to all
stockholders, not stockholders that apply. The choice to exercise an issued right is the
stockholders.) To not issue HDCs to all harmed landowners, equally and proportionately,
would be a violation of equal protection.

fhe RMP notes that HOC Certificates will not be issued until a conservation
casement hasbeenrecorded that will "restrict the future use of land in accordancewith
the Highlands Council's HOC Allocation Letter". However, the language of the
conservation easemcnt and the contents of said Allocation Letter are not included in the

RMP, an egregious and conscious omission designed to obfuscate the terms of the
program and mislead. Any and all deed restrictions must be in accordance with, and only
in accordance with, the requirements of the Highlands Act itself, and not in accordance
with unknown and undisclosed restrictions of a non-existent Allocation Letter of the

Highlands Council. The deed restriction associated with the sale of development rights
must be limited to, and only limited to, restrictions on the right to build and develop.
Conservation easements that require more than the Highlands Act itself requires are
cxactions and violations oflandowner equal protection rights with their neighbors. The
argument that a Highlands landowner voluntarily applies for HOCs and voluntarily
accepts the provisions of a highly restrictive conservation easement is an insult to those
who have suffered great tinancial hardship and been harshly punished fur their ownership
of coveted and rare open space.



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
February 16, 2009 
 
Attn:  Ms. Paula Dees 
New Jersey Highlands Council 
 
 
 
 
I commented at the first meeting on February 2, 2009 before the Highlands Development 
Credit Bank. 
 
I’m forwarding my written comments and request that they be included in the minutes of 
the aforementioned meeting and be made part of the record. 
 
 
 
Thank you. 
 
 
Richard A. Longo 
540 Powerville Road 
Boonton Township, NJ 07005 
973-334-9563 
Email:  thelongos1@optonline.net 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
State of New Jersey 
Highlands Development Credit Bank 
 
Meeting February 2, 2009 
 
 My name is Richard Longo.  My wife, Gretchen, and I live at 540 Powerville 
Road, Boonton Township, Morris County. 
 
 Since the passing of The Highland Water Protection Planning Act my property 
has been devalued and my property rights were destroyed.  My wife and I have always 
planned to either give our property to our daughter and/or to her children if she married 
and had a family.  My daughter is the ninth generation on my wife’s side of her family to 
continuously live on our land.  My two grandchildren would have been the tenth 
continuous generation to live on our treasured Wayside Farms.  But, because of this law, 
they cannot.  We have owned the property for thirty two years and have been approached 
many times during our ownership to sell to builders and others.  We would have made a 
ton of money if we did sell, but we didn’t do so before this act because of our 
grandchildren’s’ legacy. 
 
 On many occasions in the past it has been brought up about compensating 
landowners who have been harmed by this act.  Compensation is in the Law.  It has been 
brought up and discussed at Highland Council meetings, in newspaper articles and all 
over the place.  Even the NJDEP Commissioner, Ms. Lisa Jackson, addressed the Council 
on June 1, 2006 and requested that the Council submit to her the names of landowners 
who have come forward seeking compensation as stated in the Law.  Nothing has been 
done.  August 2004 – now it’s February 2009.  I appeared before the Highlands Council 
on June 22, 2006 and requested compensation and now I’m back almost three and a half 
years later.  I would really, really like the fair value of what we are entitled to now so that 
we can purchase property in close proximity to our farm and give it to our grandchildren 
so they can build their homes and live in the area where they were born and are now 
being raised. 
 
 You can mail my check to: 
 
 Richard and Gretchen Longo 
 540 Powerville Road 
 Boonton Township, NJ 07005 
 
 
Thank you. 
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